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Dear Grade 10 Parents,  

 

Greeting from AIAS!  The school is now on its second term for this AY 2018-2019. As part of the 

curriculum content, our school is now introducing the next Interdisciplinary Project (IDP) for term 

2, an essential part in which the main objective is to design active linkages between fields of 

knowledge particularly in the areas of English, Math, and Science and Computer. The theme for Term 

2 is “Innovation for the Community.”  

 

This term 2, Grade 10 students will be able to use independently their learning to support the Emirates 

Marine Environment Group in the current biodiversity preservation strategies. 

How do students make their project in school? 

 Each group should find different solutions for their project. Science teachers should provide the 

information for the design and will guide them to prepare an innovative solution to the problem 

by designing 3D models  that can help monitor the whereabouts and captive of the IUCN Red 

lists. 

 During their Math class, they will use mathematical reasoning in developing innovative 

solutions to the problems. 

 The ICT teachers will teach the students 3D modeling software to build the model. 

 English, Math and Science teachers will record the video of students work and will send it to 

the ICT teacher who will  help them prepare a movie for the whole class. 

 The students will present the project creatively using grade appropriate language expressed in 

correct sequence and logical order with the help of the English teacher. 

With your usual cooperation, support and enthusiasm to all the projects of AIAS, we will surely 

succeed in carrying out our humanitarian agendum of “Saving the Earth”.  

 

Thank you very much.  

 

 

Regards,  

 

 

MRS. JESSICA GRIFFIN  

Principal / School Director  

  

 

 


